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- Giffords dines with UMC workers 09/06/2011 Arizona Daily Star - Online View Clip
- Giffords dines with UMC workers in Tucson 09/06/2011 Associated Press (AP) - Phoenix Bureau View Clip
- School to aid EPA at cleanup (University of Arizona College of Medicine-Phoenix) 09/06/2011 AZCentral.com View Clip
- Ancient humans interbred with more archaic hominin forms even before they migrated out of Africa (BIO5 Institute and the Arizona Cancer Center) 09/06/2011 ChattahBox View Clip
- 9/11 Tied to Increase in Acid Reflux Disease (Dr. Ronnie Fass, chief of gastroenterology at the Southern Arizona VA Health Care) 09/06/2011 HealthDay View Clip
- Man's Eye Saved After Impalement 09/06/2011 KPRC-TV - Online View Clip
- Two hurt in bike spill near Patagonia (UMC) 09/06/2011 Nogales International - Online View Clip
- Patagonia crews respond to 2 crashes (UMC) 09/06/2011 Nogales International - Online View Clip
- UA-led study: More clues early man, like species, bred (BIO5 Institute and the Arizona Cancer Center) 09/06/2011 TMCnet.com View Clip
- Giffords thanks Tucson docs and nurses who treated her Jan. 8 09/05/2011 Arizona Daily Star - Online View Clip
- Study: One-fifth of AED failures traced to battery, power problems (Lawrence A. DeLuca, MD, Arizona Emergency Research Center at the UA Department of Medicine) 09/05/2011 Cardiovascular Business - Online View Clip
- Ancient humans were mixing it up (BIO5 Institute and the Arizona Cancer Center) 09/05/2011 EurekAlert! View Clip
- Conrad Murray: Timeline of Major Events 09/05/2011 KTTV-TV - Online View Clip
- AED Failures Connected to Deaths from Cardiac Arrest (Lawrence A. 09/05/2011 Patient Safety and Quality Healthcare - Online View Clip
Modern humans interbred with more archaic hominin forms even before they migrated out of Africa: study (BIO5 Institute and the Arizona Cancer Center)

Ancient humans were mixing it up: Anatomically modern humans interbred with more archaic hominin forms while in Africa (BIO5 Institute and the Arizona Cancer Center)

US man survives pruning shears in eye socket

Arizona man survives after eye impaled by gardening shears

Exhibit, ceremony to honor local heroes (Dr. Peter Rhee, UMC chief of trauma)

Valley Fever Experts Want Illness Reportable In El Paso (Dr. John Galgiani)

X-ray Shock: Gardener, 86, to Recover After Being Impaled by Shears

Arizona Man Survives Pruning Shears Impalement

Study finds little benefit in CPR device (Lawrence A. DeLuca, MD, Arizona Emergency Research Center at the UA Department of Medicine)

Car rolls over Sierra Vista man on Buffalo Soldier Trail

Arizona lawmaker Giffords visits Tucson for 2nd time nearly 8 months after being shot (UMC)

Gonzalez: Kids' shots protect us all (UA College of Public Health)

Arizona lawmaker Giffords visits Tucson for 2nd time nearly 8 ...

Two hurt in bike spill near Patagonia (UMC)

291 Hospital and Health System Leaders to Know — Pt. 2 (Misty Darling Hansen, CFO of University Medical Center)
People in Action (Neil MacKinnon, Ph.D., has joined the University of Arizona's Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health)

Man's eye saved after impalement

Man Impales Eye Socket With Clippers, Eye Saved

US man survives pruning shears in eye socket

Sudden cardiac death: Lessons from a study halted by the feds in Portland, Oregon (Dr. Arthur B. Sanders at the UA Sarver Heart Center)